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Established in 1988, Bentley Designs is now one of the leading suppliers of 
quality furniture in the UK and Ireland. 

Our skilled team of designers and engineers creates inspirational designs 
that meet the ever-evolving desires of our customers and our manufacturing 
plants employ the most up-to-date automated finishing lines and processing 
machinery, ensuring extremely high standards of quality and workmanship.
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Here at Bentley Designs we have a huge range of dining chairs in lots of different 
styles, shapes and materials. 
Available to purchase in pairs, they can have a dramatic effect upon the overall look 
of your interior.  
Whether you are looking to create a statement or mix it up just a bit by adding a 
pop of color through addition of accent chairs, or perhaps that timeless classic look 
is what you are after, our extensive range allows for endless opportunities to match 
your desired style. 
 
Bentley Designs – 
designs for better living…

Dining
chairs



Dining 
chairs
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Belgrave rustic oak chairs 
are a perfect match to our 

Westbury and Indus ranges.

IT’S A MATCH

belgrave
oak

espresso faux leather
3004-09UB-RE

tan faux leather
3004-09UB-RT

Belgrave oak
With its gently curved back and sumptuously deep cushioned seat the Belgrave 
offers a comfortable dining experience. Rustic oak frames coupled with either tan 
or espresso antique faux leathers and colourful plush velvets with brass studded 
detailing, makes it a practical choice too. 

Dimensions: 48cm x 64cm x 90cm h



crimson velvet fabric
5680-09U-VCR

dark blue velvet fabric
5680-09U-VDB

gun metal velvet fabric
5680-09U-VGU

sea green velvet fabric
5680-09U-VGN

IT’S A MATCH

Pair with Westbury or Indus 
ranges for the added 

colour. 
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Belgrave
oak
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PRACTICAL DINING

Ivory painted finish and rich 
antique upholstery of Belgrave 
chairs will look great with our 
Hampsted Two Tone range 

too.

Belgrave is a classically styled design contrasting an ivory painted finish with 
generous upholstery in a choice of tan or espresso antique faux leathers with brass 
studded detailing.

espresso faux leather
3003-09UB-RE

tan faux leather
3003-09UB-RT

Belgrave two tone

Dimensions: 48cm x 64cm x 90cm h

belgrave
two tone
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bergen
soft grey

cold steel fabric
8102-09U-CS
48cm x 57cm x 85cm h

titanium fabric
8102-09U-TT
48cm x 57cm x 85cm h

grey bonded leather seat pad
8102-09SB-GR
48cm x 59cm x 98cm h

titanium fabric seat pad
8102-09SL-TT
48cm x 57cm x 84cm h

titanium fabric seat pad
8102-09S-TT
48cm x 59cm x 98cm h

grey bonded leather seat pad
8102-09SLB-GR
48cm x 57cm x 84cm h

Bergen soft grey
This range is hugely versatile, offering three chair designs, ultramodern low back 
slat and upholstered chairs, as well as a more standard high back slat chair, in 
fabric or bonded leather options.

Dimensions: please see below
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bergen
oak

Bergen oak
This range is hugely versatile, offering three chair designs, ultramodern low back 
slat and upholstered chairs as well as a more standard high back slat chair, in fabric 
or bonded leather options.

Dimensions: please see below

black gold fabric
8101-09U-BG
48cm x 57cm x 85cm h

black gold fabric seat pad
8101-09S-BG
48cm x 59cm x 98cm h

black gold fabric seat pad
8101-09SL-BG
48cm x 57cm x 84cm h

grey bonded leather seat pad
8101-09SB-GR
48cm x 59cm x 98cm h

grey bonded leather seat pad
8101-09SLB-GR
48cm x 57cm x 84cm h
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arm chair - titanium fabric 
9877-09UA-TT
53cm x 62cm x 93cm h

side chair - titanium fabric 
9877-09U-TT
50cm x 62cm x 93cm h

Bordeaux chalk oak
With a choice of beautifully stitched, buttoned upholstered chairs and an elegant 
wooden chair with a curved slat design detail and delicate tapering legs, you can 
create your perfect look. 

bordeaux
chalk oak

Dimensions: please see below

TIMELESS BEAUTY

Deep buttoning, stud 
detailing and beautiful 

curves make the 
Bordeaux 

a timeless classic.
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brunel
gunmetal

swivel chair dark grey faux leather 
4002-09SWB-DGY
47cm x 58cm x 90cm h

swivel chair - steel fabric
4002-09SW-CS
47cm x 58cm x 90cm h

fixed chair -dark grey faux leather
4002-09UB-DGY
48cm x 63cm x 88cm h

fixed chair steel fabric
4002-09UB-CS
48cm x 63cm x 88cm h

Brunel gunmetal
The option of swiveling upholstered chairs adds some fun to function for a more 
engrossing dining experience! Choose between a contemporary dark grey bonded 
leather or a warm steel colour fabric to give your home a cutting-edge look. 

Dimensions: please see below

SPIN ClASS 

It’s got a swivel base. That 
makes this chair super 

practical.  
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cadell 
aged & 
weathered 
oak

mulberry fabric
6040-09U-MU

distressed faux leather
6040-09UB-DBR

slate blue fabric
6040-09U-SB

smoke grey fabric
6040-09U-SG

Cadell aged & weathered oak
Options on the upholstered chairs in warm stone washed colours of smoke grey, 
slate blue and mulberry as well as a rich distressed brown faux leather marry 
beautifully with the weathered oak legs for a modern look to any home. 

Dimensions: 49cm x 63cm x 89cm h
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cadell 
rustic oak

espresso faux leather
6042-09UB-RE

tan faux leather
6042-09UB-RT

Cadell rustic oak
Upholstered chair options in either vintage tan or espresso faux leather marry 
beautifully with the rich oiled finish of the natural oak grain. Cadell offers a cutting 
edge look to transform any modern home.

Dimensions: 49cm x 63cm x 89cm h

MORE OPTIONS

Cadell rustic oak chairs 
will look great with our 

Westbury or Indus ranges.
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chartreuse 
antique white

arm chair - titanium fabric
4012-09UA-TT
53cm x 62cm x 93cm h

X-back chair ivory faux leather
4012-09X
48cm x 60cm x 96cm h

side chair - titanium fabric
4012-09U-TT
50cm x 62cm x 93cm h

Chartreuse antique white
With a choice of beautifully stitched, buttoned upholstered chairs and a classic “X” back 
wooden chair option, Chartreuse offers a versatile and stylish option to classic dinning.

Dimensions: please see below

TIMELESS BEAUTY

Deep buttoning, stud 
detailing and beautiful 
curves make this chair

a timeless classic.
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dansk
scandi oak

cold steel fabric 
9129-09U-CS 
51cm x 60cm x 89cm h

cold steel fabric
9129-09-CS
47cm x 49cm x 86cm h

Dansk scandi oak
Taking inspiration from sophisticated mid-century styling through hints of both retro 

and Scandinavian design, Dansk has two chair options on offer: a stylish veneered back 

chair or a distinctive fully upholstered chair in a cold steel colour fabric.

Dimensions: please see below

MORE OPTIONS

Dansk scandi oak 
chairs will fit well with 

Oakham range.
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Ella scoop chair
This beautifully proportioned chair will look great as a standalone or part of a 
dining set. Designed for comfort and style, the Ella redefines modern chic with 
its scoop shaped back and graceful silhouette.

Dimensions: 51cm x 59cm x 86cm h

distressed bonded leather 
C03192DBR

red fabric
C03192RE

black gold fabric
C03192BG

Ella scoop back chair in 
walnut will look stunning 

paired with our Akita 
dining range.

IT’S A MATCH

ella 
walnut 





Add in its a match 
with Turin Dark oak 
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titanium fabric
C03194TT

black gold fabric
C03194BG

cold steel fabric
C03194CS

silver grey fabric
C03194SG

harvest pumpkin velvet fabric
C03194VHP

dark blue velvet fabric
C03194VDB

gun metal velvet fabric
C03194VGU

sea green velvet fabric
C03194VGN

Ella in dark oak will look 
great paired with Turin or 

Tivoli dining ranges.

IT’S A MATCH

ella 
dark oak
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dark blue velvet fabric 
C03195VDB

Ella in light oak can be 
paired with Turin, High Park, 
Provence and Turner tables.

IT’S A MATCH

ella 
light oak 
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ivory faux leather seat pad
8005-09XB-IV
45cm x 59cm x 98cm h

sandstone fabric seat pad
8005-09X
45cm x 59cm x 98cm h

ivory faux leather
8005-09UB-IV
45cm x 63cm x 97cm h

hampstead
two tone

Hampstead two tone
A choice of stylish cross-back or fully upholstered and buttoned roll-back chairs 
in a fresh ivory paint. A timeless range of chairs that will infuse elegance to every 
home. 

Dimensions: please see below

CLASSIC CHOICE

Both chair options 
offer a touch of classic 
sophistication, with the 

options of sand stone fabric 
or ivory faux leather. 
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distressed brown faux leather
4101-09UAB-DBR
55cm x 63cm x 90cm h

distressed brown faux leather 
4101-09SB-DBR
49cm x 60cm x 103cm h

black gold fabric
4101-09UA-BG
55cm x 63cm x 90cm h

distressed brown fauxl eather
4101-09UB-DBR
58cm x 59cm x 90cm h

black gold fabric
4101-09U-BG
58cm x 59cm x 90cm h

high park 
oak

High park oak
High Park exudes a stylish and exclusive look. With a choice of deep buttoned and 
stitched upholstered chairs in either a rich black gold fabric or distressed faux leather. 
A tall elegant slatted chair is also available, boasting a distinctive curved crest rail and 
shaped slats for extra support.
Dimensions: please see below

High Park can be 
matched with Turner, 
Indus and Turin Oak 

ranges.  

IT’S A MATCH
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scandi oak finish  
C07101SO

dark grey finish  
C07101DG

ilva
scandi oak

dark grey

Ilva spindle chair
Classically inspired solid beech spindle chair with shaped wooden seat will 
compliment the contemporary or retro look. In fact this chair is so versatile, it will 
infuse charm to every home. 

Dimensions: 44cm x 57cm x 88cm h

Ilva chairs go perfectly 
well with Dansk or 
Oakham ranges.  

IT’S A MATCH
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dark grey fabric
2003-09UC-DGY
46cm x 58cm x 93cm h

dark grey fabric
2003-09U-DGY
48cm x 64cm x 89cm h

MORE CHOICE

Why not try these chairs 
with our Belgrave, 

Westbury or High Park 
ranges. Cantilever chairs 
will look great with Turin 

range too.

Indus rustic oak
Choose from generously proportioned oak upholstered chairs in a mottled grey fabric 
or cantilever chairs that feature this same fabric in a bold square pattern stitch detail 
with a handle in the back and superior glides on the base for ease of manoeuvre. 

Dimensions: please see below

indus 
rustic oak
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titanium fabric
C01192TT

black gold fabric
C01192BG

olive grey faux leather
C01192UB-OL

Miles will look great with our 
Akita Walnut range.

IT’S A MATCH

Miles tapered back chair
The sleek silhouette of the Miles tapered back chair lends itself to both 
contemporary and traditional dining settings. Solid beech frames in a walnut 
finish ensure high quality and a sturdy feel. 

Dimensions: 45cm x 58cm x 99cm h

miles 
walnut
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A choice of traditional cross-back or fully upholstered deep buttoned roll-back 
chairs will make a striking statement in a country or modern home alike. Painted 
in soft grey, these are available in either a pebble grey fabric a grey faux leather. 

pebble grey fabric  
6290-09U
46cm x 61cm x 95cm h

grey faux leather 
6290-09UB-GR
46cm x 61cm x 95cm h

pebble grey fabric seat pad 
6290-09X-PG
48cm x 59cm x 95cm h

grey faux leather seat pad  
6290-09X
48cm x 59cm x 95cm h

montreux
soft grey

Montreux soft grey

Dimensions: please see below

Montreux chairs will go 
well with the Hampstead 

dining range. 

IT’S A MATCH
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sandstone fabric   
6270-09U
46cm x 61cm x 95cm h

ivory bonded leather 
6270-09UB-IV
46cm x 61cm x 95cm h

sandstone fabric seat pad  
6270-09X-SA
48cm x 58cm x 95cm h

ivory faux leather seat pad  
6270-09X
48cm x 59cm x 95cm h

montreux
antique white

Montreux antique white

Dimensions: please see below

MORE TO OFFER

Montreux chairs will 
compliment tables from 
our Chartreuse range.

A choice of traditional cross-back or fully upholstered deep buttoned roll-back 
chairs will make a striking statement in the country or modern home alike. Painted 
in soft grey, these are available in either a sand stone fabric or ivory bonded leather. 
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Taking inspiration from sophisticated mid-century styling through hints of both 
retro and Scandinavian design, Oslo is a fashionable range of chairs that features 
an eclectic blend of shapes and colours.

stone fabric 
9120-09U-SN
51cm x 60cm x 89cm h

red fabric 
9120-09U-RE
51cm x 60cm x 89cm h

steel fabric 
9120-09U-SL
51cm x 60cm x 89cm h

stone fabric seat pad 
9120-09
47cm x 52cm x 86cm h

teal fabric 
9120-09U-TL
51cm x 60cm x 89cm h

Oslo oak

Dimensions: please see below

oslo
oak
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linen fabric 
9121-09U-LN
51cm x 60cm x 89cm h

teal fabric 
9121-09U-TL
51cm x 60cm x 89cm h

oslo
walnut

Taking inspiration from sophisticated mid-century styling through hints of both 
retro and Scandinavian design, Oslo is a fashionable range of chairs that features 
an eclectic blend of shapes and colours.

Oslo walnut

Dimensions: please see below
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scandi oak finish 
dark grey bonded leather
5682-09SB-DGY

dark grey finish
dark grey bonded leather
5681-09SB-DGY

Juxtaposing a fresh Scandinavian light oak finish with a fashionable dark grey 
pigment, the Oakham slatted chairs are both stylish and modern.

oakham
dark grey & 
scandi oak

Oakham dark grey & scandi oak

Dimensions: 47cm x 57cm x 98cm h
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harvest pumpkin velvet fabric
C04194VHP

dark blue velvet fabric
C04194VDB

sea green velvet fabric
C04194VGN

IT’S A MATCH

Parker chairs make the 
ideal match for Turin Dark 

Oak and Tivoli Ranges. 

Parker square back chair
Simple and effortlessly chic, the Parker is a true example of timeless classic. From 
the skilfully crafted hardwood frame to the sumptuous layers of padding, this 
chair embodies quality and comfort in abundance. 

Dimensions: 45cm x 57cm x 99cm h

parker 
dark oak





titanium fabric
C04195TT
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titanium fabric
C04195TT

black gold fabric
C04195BG

cold steel fabric
C04195CS

silver grey fabric
C04195SG

gun metal velvet fabric
C04195VGU

harvest pumkin velvet fabric
C04195VHP

dark blue velvet  fabric
C04195VDB

sea green velvet fabric
C04195VGN

IT’S A MATCH

Parker chairs make the 
ideal match for Turin 

Light Oak and High Park 
Ranges. 

parker 
light oak
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Why not pair the Provence 
Oak chairs with a table 

from the Turin, High Park, or 
Turner ranges.

IT’S A MATCH

brown faux leather seat pad 
8871-09S

A timeless design made from American white oak solid wood, with clean lines and 
low sheen finish that has a rustic charm. Provence is ideal for any country home.

provence
oak

Provence oak

Dimensions: 46cm x 57cm x 98cm h
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Provence is a timeless design that will fit seamlessly in both modern and traditional 
settings. Using solid beech finish wood in an antique ivory and upholstered in a 
sandstone fabric, the Provence slatted chair is a popular choice for the country 
style life. 

sand stone fabric 
8872-09S

Provence two tone

Dimensions: 46cm x 57cm x 98cm h

provence
two tone

COUNTRY FEEL

Creamy painted structure 
and delicate sand stone 
fabric, this pair of chair 

will give a touch of bucolic 
charm to any home.
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Tivoli cantilever chairs with highly polished frames and precision cut joints using 
the latest metal plating technology are available in either a mottled black faux 
leather or plush velvets in a selection of eye-catching colours.

gun metal velvet fabric  
4201-09UC-VGU

harvest pumpkin velvet fabric 
4201-09UC-VHP

sea green velvet fabric 
4201-09UC-VGN

dark blue velvet fabric 
4201-09UC-VDB

mottled black faux leather  
4201-09UC-DBK

tivoli
satin nickel

Tivoli satin nickel

Dimensions: 46cm x 58cm x 93cm h
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brown distressed faux leather
2690-09SB-DBR

brown pebble grey fabric 
2690-09S-PG

PRACTICAL CHOICE

Clean, contemporary lines, 
and solid construction 

makes this chair the ideal 
choice for practical dining 

rooms without compromise.

Turin dark oak
Choose from low back upholstered chairs for that sleek and ultramodern look or 
the wide slatted back chair options that allows for a more intimate feel. Turin is a 
perfect blend of simplicity and sophistication.

Dimensions: 47cm x 58cm x 98cm h

turin 
dark oak



black gold fabric
C03195BG
45cm x 58cm x 98cm h

black gold fabric
C03195BG
45cm x 58cm x 98cm h

turin
dark oak
light oak
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turin 
dark oak

gun metal velvet fabric
2690-09U-GU
51cm x 57cm x 80cm 

pebble grey fabric
2690-09U-PG
51cm x 57cm x 80cm h

sea green velvet fabric
2690-09U-SG
51cm x 57cm x 80cm h

harvest pumpkin velvet fabric
2690-09U-HP
51cm x 57cm x 80cm h

dark blue velvet fabric
2690-09U-DB
51cm x 57cm x 80cm h

VELVET REVOLUTION

Vibrant shades teamed 
with a beautiful chair 
design which is so soft 
to touch instantly inject 
a feeling of luxury and 

drama into a room.

Turin Low back chairs will 
suit the Tivoli range too.

IT’S A MATCH
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Choose from low back upholstered chairs for that sleek and ultramodern look or 
the wide slatted back chair options that allows for a more intimate feel. Turin is a 
perfect blend of simplicity and sophistication.

brown distressed faux leather
2620-09SB
47cm x 58cm x 98cm h

Turin light oak

Dimensions: please see below

turin
light oak

gun metal velvet fabric
2620-09U-GU
51cm x 57cm x 80cm 

sea green velvet fabric
2620-09U-SG
51cm x 57cm x 80cm h

harvest pumpkin velvet fabric
2620-09U-HP
51cm x 57cm x 80cm h

dark blue velvet fabric
2620-09U-DB
51cm x 57cm x 80cm h

black gold fabric
2620-09U-BG
51cm x 57cm x 80cm h
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brown distressed faux leather
7251-09UB-DBR
48cm x 65cm x 99cm h

brown faux leather pad 
7258-09SP
48cm x 60cm x 103cm h

turner
oak

Turner has an elegant and classic air. The slatted back chairs with their solid oak 
construction and sumptuous brown faux leather seats are offered along with a 
beautiful deep buttoned upholstered chair in a distressed brown faux leather.

Turner oak

Dimensions: please see below

Turner can be matched 
with the High Park or 

Indus ranges.

IT’S A MATCH
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westbury
rustic oak

arm chair -  espresso faux leather
4014-09UAB-RE
53cm x 62cm x 93cm h

X-back chair -tan faux leather
4014-09UAB-RT
53cm x 62cm x 93cm h

side chair -  espresso faux leather
4014-09UB-RE
50cm x 62cm x 93cm h

side chair - tan faux leather
4014-09UB-RT
50cm x 62cm x 93cm h

X-back chair - espresso faux leather
4014-09XB-RE
48cm x 60cm x 96cm h

X-back chair - tan faux leather
4014-09XB-RT
48cm x 60cm x 96cm h

Westbury rustic oak 
Create your own distinctive look with the choice of either classic “X” back wooden 
chairs or beautifully stitched and buttoned upholstered chairs with studded detail in 
either vintage tan or espresso faux leathers.

Dimensions: please see below





Bar 
chairs

Bar chairs are ideally suited to the more casual and relaxed environment of today’s 
open plan living and make a great addition to a breakfast bar. We have on offer, 
a variety of bar chairs in both fabric and faux leather options as well as a choice 
of painted finishes to suite your décor.  Make a statement in your home with our 
beautiful designs!

Bentley Designs – 
designs for better living…



Bar
chairs
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tan faux leather seat pad 
3004-09BSUB-RT

espresso faux leather seat pad 
3004-09BSUB-RE

belgrave 
oak

Belgrave oak
Generously upholstered barstools featuring antique brass detail and foot rests, 
complemented by rustic oak wooden frames. Available in a choice of vintage tan 
or espresso faux leathers.   

Dimensions: 46cm x 64cm x 89cm h

RUSTIC CHARM

From comfortable leather 
seat pads, to beautiful stud 

detailing you can select 
from a rustic tan or warm 

espresso faux leathers. 
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tan faux leather seat pad 
3003-09BSUB-RT

espresso faux leather seat pad 
3003-09BSUB-RE

belgrave 
two tone

Belgrave two tone 
Generously upholstered barstools featuring antique brass detail and foot rests, 
contrast beautifully with the ivory painted wooden frames. Available in a choice of 
vintage tan or espresso faux leathers.   

Dimensions: 46cm x 64cm x 109cm h

RUSTIC CHARM

From comfortable leather 
seat pads, to beautiful stud 

detailing you can select 
from a rustic tan or warm 

espresso faux leathers. 
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olive-grey bonded faux leather seat pad
8008-09BSX-OL
44cm x 53cm x 108cm h

olive-grey bonded faux leather
8008-09BSU-OL
44cm x 57cm x 103cm h

hampstead
soft grey 

Hampstead soft grey
Two bar chair options are available in this range: an elegant, fully upholstered and buttoned 
roll-back chair and a stylish cross-back chair, available in olive-grey faux leather, offering 
options that are both versatile and timeless.  

Dimensions: please see below





Hampstead Two Tone is a timeless range of chairs 
that will imbue elegance to every home. A choice of 
stylish cross-back or fully upholstered buttoned roll-
back chairs in a delicate light paint perfectly comple-
ment any elegant home.
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ivory faux leather seat pad
8005-09BSX-IV
42cm x 50cm x 101cm h

ivory  faux leather
8005-09BSU-IV
42cm x 50cm x 101cm h

hampstead
two tone

Hampstead two tone
Two bar chair options are available to compliment the range; an elegant, fully upholstered and 
buttoned roll-back chair and a stylish cross-back chair, available in an ivory faux leather, offering 
options that are both versatile and timeless. 

Dimensions: please see below
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sandstone fabric  
6270-09BSU-SA
44cm x 57cm x 103cm h

sandstone fabric seat pad 
6270-09BSX-SA
44cm x 53cm x 108cm h

ivory faux leather 
6270-09BSU-IV
44cm x 57cm x 103cm h

ivory faux leather seat pad 
6270-09BSX-IV
44cm x 53cm x 108cm h

montreux
antique white

Montreux antique white
Offered in 2 designs: an upholstered chair with a scrolling backrest or a stylish cross-back 
chair, both featuring a stainless-steel footrest and available in a sandstone fabric or ivory faux leather.

Dimensions: please see below
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grey bonded faux leather seat pad
6290-09BSX-GR
44cm x 53cm x 108cm h

grey bonded leather
6290-09BSU-GR
44cm x 57cm x 103cm h

montreux
soft grey

Montreux soft grey
Offered in 2 designs: an upholstered chair with a scrolling backrest or a stylish cross-back chair, 
both featuring a stainless-steel footrest and available in a pebble grey fabric or grey faux leather. 

Dimensions: please see below





Dining 
benches

An alternative to the dining chair, dining benches are making a comeback. A great 
space saving solution, whether it is a kitchen/diner or a compact dining room, a 
bench can be tucked neatly under a table. 
The long silhouette is great for accommodating lots of guests and you don’t have to 
coordinate your bench with existing dining chairs – it can work as a statement piece. 

Bentley Designs – 
designs for better living…



Dining
benches

141cm x 40cm x 46cm h141cm x 40cm x 46cm h
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This robust design, crafted from American oak solids and veneers, has a light oiled 
finish that highlights the texture and appeal of the wooden grain. Featuring a long 
seat and chunky legs, the Turin is sturdy enough to seat three people whilst keeping 
an appealing, minimalist look. 

Turin light oak

Dimensions: please see below

turin
light oak

bench
2620-60
158cm x 40cm x 46cm h



* Product measurements may vary 
slightly from those stated within. 

* Our material specification refers 
to the exterior components.  

Man-made materials may be used 
as part of the internal construction.

* Please note, where reference is 
made to the finish, this refers to the 

colour of the item in question.

All copyright, design rights and intellectual property rights existing in our 
design and products and in the images, text and design of this marketing 
material are and will remain the property of Bentley Designs Ltd. We will treat 

any infringement of these rights seriously. 


